Mitigating the people risk on your P3 project
P3s have been on the rise over the past few decades and, given the new Government’s commitment to
much-needed investment in US infrastructure, that growth looks set to continue. As the name denotes,
partnership is essential to the successful delivery a P3 project—but true collaboration can be elusive. It is
estimated that about 70% of all alliances and partnerships will fail to deliver the expected results.
At JMW, we know that doesn’t have to be the case. P3s projects can reliably deliver on and even beat
schedule, cost and quality targets.

Mitigating the people risk on your P3 project
What’s the cause of this failure? Research shows that it’s the non-technical risks—people, organization and governance—that are
responsible for 65% of project delays and missing targets.
JMW has over 30 years experience of partnering with P3s and alliances to deliver major capital projects that reliably meet and even
beat schedule, cost and quality targets. We’ve seen organizations that never worked together before collaborate on risky, top-dollar
projects to deliver award-winning performance.
JMW’s Consultants have worked with over 70 major capital projects to master the people side of projects—alignment,
engagement, communications and conflict resolution—to deliver unprecedented results. And the results speak for themselves:
•

•

•

An $800m project to upgrade a major intercity road,
challenged by its government sponsor to deliver faster
and more effectively than ever before, took advantage
of a highly integrated team approach to deliver the
project 4 months ahead of schedule, with nearly
$40m of cost savings and defect-free, award-winning
performance.

•

An upgrade to a major metropolitan water system
was threatened by community resistance. By taking a
collaborative approach with the local community, the
project to upgrade 200 underground sewage pump
stations was delivered on time, having met all quality
specifications and at $200m under the original $900m
budget.

An offshore oil platform being designed and built by
the first alliance of its kind in this country had a contract
sharing risk and reward across the alliance partners.
When a construction crisis put the project behind
schedule, collaborative behaviors and methods were
applied to recover the project—which was delivered 3
months early and $50m under budget.

•

A $640m highway bypass project with major
geo-technical challenges employed an alliance
methodology which enabled the 5 companies to produce
breakthrough performance. The project was delivered
7 months ahead of schedule and $100m under budget,
while winning industry awards for excellence in innovation,
safety, and alliance, engineering and environmental
management.

A focus on strong leadership, compelling vision and
alignment, enabled a P3 in the aviation industry to turn
its first ever profit, increase share price by 700% and
overcome its poor track record of project delivery to

Our unique methodology
JMW’s methodology helps P3 partners come together
powerfully with an aligned sense of purpose and vision,
clear about what winning looks like, owning what they
need to deliver and powerful in the face of real problems
and challenges.
From our experience, some of the key capabilities required
in order for a P3 project to succeed include managing
critical conversations from the outside particularly when
the rules of engagement are being established, addressing
concerns that often lie beneath the surface, recognizing
the views derived from the past which might limit the
creation of a shared future, identifying the top priorities
and performance expectations of each partner, defusing
reactions to the inevitable problems that arise along the
way and crucially developing a bias for actions and results.
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complete 340 projects worth $1.2bn on time and under
budget.

When does JMW work with P3 projects?
The impact of our work is most profound when we are bought in
to help launch a P3 project powerfully. Getting strong alignment
and commitment from each of the P3 partners at the outset of
key phases in the project is critical to having a team deliver high
performance.

“JMW is a highly trusted partner on
the Ballina Bypass Alliance project
and a champion of our business.

JMW’s consultants are also expert at helping projects to
accelerate performance and increase momentum towards key
milestones after launch.

We could not have achieved what

Additionally, we have a proven track record in bringing teams
together to create a powerful and creative response when a
project has fallen behind schedule.

team on Ballina without the overall

we did as a high-performance

support, one-on-one coaching,
team and large group facilitation,
and continually insightful consulting

”

and guidance from JMW.

Tony Stante, Alliance Project Manager, Ballina Bypass
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